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Abstract

In this paper one discusses a possible role of concept of the chain
state of particles with the same charge for molecular physics and the-
oretical chemistry. One discusses electronic chain states as responsible
for various phenomena in molecular systems, leading also to evolution
towards a protocell. The concept of the chain state was not discussed
yet in such a large context. Therefore, we elucidate its role first for the
most simple systems in order to show possibility of application of it in
chemistry. One introduces a simplified model of dynamics of electron
which is based on the four-component vacuum medium mechanics. The
electron is considered as a point-like classical particle undergoing the
second law of dynamics. However, forces acting on this particle have
more complex form. On the one hand we discuss classical electrostatic
force. On the other hand three additional forces related to processes
within the medium are introduced. They need separate constitutive
equations and depend on new variables. The variables are related to
dynamics of components within the vacuum medium. As a result evolu-
tion equations for these new variables are introduced. It is shown that
within such a description we are able to model what happens when low
energy electron falls into proton. We consider also problem of stability
of the ground state orbit of hydrogen atom. It is shown that bonding
of two hydrogen atoms can be modelled within this approach. Having
at our disposal possibility of bonding between atoms we carry out a
general discussion on role of more complex electronic chain states for
open molecular systems and their evolution. One introduces a hypoth-
esis that a protocell could appear as a result of evolutionary pressure
generated just by chain states of electrons.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we discuss a possible role of concept of the chain state of particles
with the same charge introduced in [6], for molecular physics and theoretical
chemistry. In particular one accentuates an evolutionary aspect of such a con-
cept. It is assumed that an attractor associated with the chain state can exist
within electronic structure and can be responsible for evolutionary pressure.
Thus we assume that electronic chain state generates a selforganization.

The concept of the chain state has not been discussed yet in such a gen-
eral concept. Therefore, at first stage of the paper we investigate its role for
description of an atom and creation of chemical bonding. To this end one in-
troduces a simplified model which describes mechanisms which are responsible
for bonding of two hydrogen atoms within the molecule H2.

Suggested mechanisms follow some criteria which should be useful in more
detailed modelling of electronic dynamics within the four-component vacuum
medium mechanics. By introduced in this paper step we try to investigate pos-
sibility of application of the vacuum medium mechanics to molecular physics
and theoretical chemistry in a perspective.

The vacuum medium mechanics was elaborated in several papers, let us
mention [5], [6] for instance, in order to overcome some difficulties which we
encounter in application of the quantum mechanics.

Consequently, we do not use here the quantum mechanics [1], [2] which is
usually applied for molecular physics and theoretical chemistry. Difficulties
related to quantum mechanics are of various types. First, we suspect that
linear theory will not be appropriate for description of selforganizing processes
in molecular systems. Such processes are widely observed in living cells and
therefore theoretical description of them is of primary importance for science.
Living organisms perform real molecular nanotechnology. Therefore, efficient
molecular nanotechnology should be developed together with developing sat-
isfactory theoretical description also for biological systems.

There are some directions leading to introducing nonlinearities in the quan-
tum mechanics. Let us mention [3], [4] for instance. However, they are based
predominantly on maintaining of existing theoretical structure of quantum me-
chanics without deeper interpretation of the wave function. The wave function
which appears in quantum mechanics as a result of a quantization procedure
seems to be not sufficiently elastic in order to describe better and more com-
plex dynamics of electronic structure. In particular the wave function is too
strongly associated with classical motion of particles and it does not have its
independent status as a physical phenomenon.

Within multiparticle quantum mechanics we have to do with the Pauli
exclusion principle which asserts that the wave function should be antisym-
metric. Let us mention that such a principle represents constraints imposed on
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solutions of the multiparticle Schrödinger equation. Theory with constraints
can formally exist. We apply constraints when we approximate more complex
equations. Then, we understand usually which kinds of constraints can be
applied from a general knowledge.

However, in case of fundamental theory we are not sure what is approx-
imated. Therefore, fundamental description should avoid constraints to pos-
sible degree. Elaboration of the vacuum medium mechanics was directed to
both mentioned above ends. First, we should have at our disposal a nonlinear
theory with nonlinearities possibly well justified. On the other hand the the-
ory should be fundamental by consistent system of assumptions which should
not be impaired by some constraints. By this we expect to apply constraints
for approximation only within context generated by previously introduced as-
sumptions without introducing new postulates.

At this stage of development of the vacuum medium we are not able, in
fact, to discuss atomic or molecular physics with all details. This is so since
electron as an extended particle with its internal dynamics is rather compli-
cated object and is not fully described yet. However, many phenomena are
caught qualitatively as consequences considered within a set of more funda-
mental assumptions. This is especially the case when we interpret the wave
function within the vacuum medium mechanics [6].

On the other hand we would like to have a confirmation that development of
theoretical description continued by the vacuum medium mechanics approach
is successful on way towards molecular physics and chemistry. In order to
answer such a question we should try to describe, by means of accessible results
of the vacuum medium mechanics, first encountered problems on such a way.
Problems of characterization of orbital motion of electron and bonding of two
hydrogen atoms are indicated as of primary importance on this way.

Let us also mention that elaboration of theoretical chemistry for instance
with using full description of the vacuum medium mechanics will be extremely
complex. This is so since the vacuum medium mechanics is much more complex
than the quantum mechanics. Therefore, we should elaborate some simplified,
phenomenological theories, which can, in a future, be considered as an approx-
imation of more complex, based on vacuum medium mechanics, descriptions.

Having at our disposal possibility of application of discussed above descrip-
tion to chemistry we can also discuss what happens when larger electronic chain
states occur in molecular systems.

The aim of this paper is to discuss how we can interpret in a simplified
way motion of electron on ground state orbit and mechanisms of bonding of
two hydrogen atoms using concept of the chain state of particles with the
same charge [6]. Furthermore, the present approach is aimed at indicating a
way for constructing some simplified theories of electronic dynamics in atoms
and molecules. We also discuss possibility of existence of larger chain states of
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electrons in molecules and their role for chemistry. One postulates a hypothesis
which suggests that the chain state of electrons can generate an evolutionary
pressure towards creation of a protocell.

2 Assumptions of the four-component vacuum

medium in relation to motion of particle

We describe here concisely assumptions related to the four-component vacuum
medium which are associated directly with motion of particle.

We assume that the medium is composed of fourth components with den-
sities denoted by �v, �v̄, �w, �w̄ [5]. All they together create density � =
�v + �v̄ + �w + �w̄ of the medium with stable structure. The equilibrium state
of the �-medium is characterized by an assumed value � = �0.

Each component which is placed within � can be deformed separately. This
is expressed correspondingly with the help of deformation functions p = χp(X),
p̄ = χp̄(X), s = χs(X), s̄ = χs̄(X). As a result we can introduce the following
displacements within an elementary unit of the vacuum medium: v = p −
X, v̄ = p̄ − X, w = s − X, w̄ = s̄ − X which are considered as small. We
can apply directly methods of continuum mechanics owing to above introduced
displacements.

We assume furthermore that two pairs of the components are discriminated
by special interactions. Components within each pair are able to move with
respect to each other. Accordingly, we can reduce the number of variables by
introducing the new ones: u = v̄ − v and q = w̄ − w. At this moment it is
also assumed that v̄ = −v, w̄ = −w. Vectors u and q distributed in space
correspond to electric intensity field and magnetic induction field respectively.

For sufficiently high energy the component � can be decomposed into the
sum � = a + b, where a = �v + 1

2
(�w + �w̄) and b = �v̄ + 1

2
(�w + �w̄) [5].

After the separation they rotate creating electron and positron respectively.
In case of electron the component a is separated from � by a discontinuity
surface. Motion of this surface is identified with motion of electron. Thereby,
the electron is an extended particle with its own internal dynamics.

We admit coexistence of a, b and � in a point of space. This means that
the vacuum medium has still stable structure represented by � which can be
disturbed by an amount of components a or b. Taking into account possible
polarization of � manifested by u and q, the state associated with nonequilib-
rium distribution of components is expressed generally as {a, b, �,u,q}(X) for
sufficiently low energy.

Position of the surface is precisely determined within the continuum model
with a discontinuity surface. Thus, position of electron is also entirely deter-
mined. This does not mean that we are able to measure the position precisely.
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Motion of the electron is associated with separation of the component a
and b from � in front of the particle. The component a goes into the particle
and the component b is in an excessive amount present in front of the parti-
cle. On the other hand behind of electron an amount of a is stopped due to
internal forces which act on the particle. Consequently, motion of the electron
is associated with a nonequilibrium distribution of components represented by
the field {a, b, �}(X). This nonequlilibrium distribution has to relax in order
to recover stable vacuum medium structure.

Within such an approach multiparticle theory appears directly as a the-
ory which contains several discontinuity surfaces and the same equations for
describing dynamics of components aimed at recovering the vacuum structure.

3 Description of particle motion

We introduce here a simplified description of particle by means of phenomeno-
logical assumptions. This approach can be interpreted as an approximation
in comparison with full description of particle motion discussed within the
four-component vacuum medium model.

Methods of approximation applied here are aimed at providing a descrip-
tion at the level similar to classical point-like particles with some nonclassical
interactions. The nonclassical interactions take into account mechanisms of
particle motion following from the vacuum medium description in a simplified
way. In this approach we decide also to neglect magnetic forces as well as
excited states of electrons in traditional sense. We neglect above phenomena
in order to set off particular mechanism responsible for interactions related to
concept of the chain state of particles with the same charge [6].

We assume that electron is a classical point-like particle described by equa-
tions

dR

dt
= v , (1)

m
dv

dt
= f , (2)

where R, v and m are position, velocity and mass of electron correspondingly.
Within this approach more complex form has force f acting on the electron.

We assume that this force has two main components

f = fu + fab . (3)

The component fu represents force induced by electrostatic field only. We
do not discuss here any other possible sources of force such as magnetic or
gravitational field for instance. The component fab represents influence of
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nonequilibrium distribution of components of the vacuum medium induced by
motion of particle expressed as force acting on the classical point-like particle.
Thereby, role of the wave function will be represented just by the force fab.

Consequently, the force fu is defined on classical way. The force fab needs
a kind of constitutive equations in order to reflect possibility of modelling of
a discrete set of electronic orbits or various interparticle interactions.

Motion of the electron is associated with an excess of the component b in
front of the particle and a deficiency of this component and also excess of a
within zone at the back of the electron. Way of relaxation of this nonequilib-
rium distribution of components is associated with a system of forces acting
on the electron. We assume that

fab = fDS + fb + fa . (4)

The force fb represents a barrier against motion of the electron due to an
excess of the component b in front of the particle and has direction opposite
to the motion approximately. The force fa also acts against motion and has
direction tangent to the path of the particle. The force fDS is parallel by
assumption to the force fb but has the sense the same as velocity and represents
dynamics of separation of components in front of the particle.

An excess of the component b in front of the particle is described by the
field b(X) in full description. We assume that an amount of this component
is placed within a region BF in front of the particle. The whole amount of b
in this region is represented by a scalar b in our approximation. Similarly, an
amount of component a represented by scalar variable, is contained in a region
AB behind of the particle.

An uniform motion of particle is associated with a stationary profile of the
wave function. We admit here also accelerated motion. Then, the wave func-
tion can have a nonstationary profile. Within our approximation we assume
that

b = b̄(v) + δb , a = ā(v) + δa , (5)

where b̄(v) and ā(v) represents amount of b and a corresponding to a stationary
motion with velocity v.

We assume that the force fab can be expressed in the form

fab = fDS(v)t − fb(b)t − fa(a)tpth , (6)

where t is a unit vector which should be determined, tpth = v/|v| is unit vector
tangent to the path of the electron. Functions fb and fa are monotone with
respect to b and a by assumption.
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The relation (6) indicates that we have to do with variables a and b which
are not present in (1) and (2) and should be determined by additional equa-
tions. We postulate them in the following forms

da

dt
= c̄a(v) + cJa (7)

and

db

dt
= c̄b(v) + cJb , (8)

where c̄a(v) and c̄b(v) are production of a and b correspondingly owing to
velocity of motion v. cJa and cJb stand for production of components due to
other mechanisms including divergence of efflux from regions AB, BF inter-
preted here as a kind of production.

Uniform motion of the electron takes place when fu = 0 and also fab = 0.
Then, all components of the force fab are related to a stationary evolution of
components where the component b is transferred into back region of particle
in order to recover the equilibrium vacuum medium with � = �o. Then, we
have the relation for uniform motion with velocity v

fDS(v)tpth − fb(b̄(v))tpth − fa(ā(v))tpth = 0 , (9)

where t = tpth.
Accelerated motion of the free electron can be considered for two cases. In

the first one we have to do with fu �= 0. Then, assuming that fab = 0 the
equations (1), (2) follow that v undergo a change which in turn follows change
of components of the force fab in a balanced way. However, we can admit also
the second more general case when fab �= 0 with more complex dynamics of
components.

4 A simplified model of the chain state of par-

ticles with the same charge

In the paper [6] we have introduced concept of the chain state of particles with
the same charge based on description of evolution of nonequilibrium distribu-
tion of components of the vacuum medium.

In this paper we would like to characterize the chain state on a simplified
way without detailed description of evolution of components. Instead of this
we consider variables and corresponding equations which are associated with
evolution of components in a simplified way.

We have discussed above a characterization of motion of free particle. Then,
the main property of the motion is related to transfer of the component b
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from region in front of the particle into the region at the back of the particle
where deficiency of b is present. Then, the motion is induced by the force fu
predominantly.

However we can also admit the case when a deficiency of b can happen
in another region than AB on the back of particle. This is the case when
the particle considered is behind of another particle with the same charge for
instance and having also the region AB. Then, transfer of the component b can
occur towards this new region. This in turn has influence on the component
fb of the force fab.

Length of the vector fb depends on amount of the component b in accor-
dance with the relation (6). However, determination of the full force fb needs
also determination of the vector t. We assume that this vector is parallel to
averaged direction of transfer of b into a region of deficiency of b. Therefore,
we should characterize such a region.

Deficiency of b is an effect of separation of components a and b from equi-
librium vacuum medium �. Thus, we have deficiency of b or pure component
a behind of the particle.

We introduce here an assumption related to dynamics within the vacuum
medium. We assume namely that relaxation of pure a into equilibrium vacuum
medium � without any external influx of b is relatively slow. Thus, moving
particle creates a trace behind of the particle in form of a profile of distributed
in space of the component a which is slowly vanishing when sufficient amount of
b is not provided. Then, the component b comes from equilibrium environment
� = �o.

In case when no external b component appears then the increasing amount
of a within the trace induces increasing of the force fa and should finally stop
the particle. However, an excess of b in front of the particle is detectable at
a distance [6] by the trace and induces efflux of b in order to recover �. This
enables to maintain a stationary profile of a in uniform motion.

We tend to discussion of the problem when the component b is transferred
into another region than AB. In case when another region A′

B of deficiency of
b appears and is sufficiently close to the particle then detection of this region
by an excess of b can occur. Finally, b can be transferred to both mentioned
regions. Then, we have to do with lowering of the force fb due to decreasing of
barrier of b and also with increasing fa.

Let us characterize a profile of a(X), where X ∈ AB by an approximation.
Let us denote a center of the set AB by Xa and let us distinguish several points
{xai} ⊂ AB along the path of the particle, where i increases towards end of
the trace. We assume that whole a is assigned to the point Xa. Thus {Xa, a}
represents approximation of distribution of a(X) and the set of points {xai}
approximates shape of the region AB.

We can expect that length of the efflux vector Jb of b towards a should
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depend on a and also on a distance Dba between region BF and Xa which
is not precisely defined at this moment. However direction t should depend
rather on distribution of a in space and also shape of AB represented by the
sequence {xai}.

Taking into account above discussion we postulate

cJb = cJb(b, a, Dab) (10)

and

t = t(Xp,
∫
w({Xa, a},X)φ({xai})dX , (11)

where φ is a function which approximate shape of the region AB with the aid
of points {xai} lying on the path of the particle, w({Xa, a},X) is a weight
decreasing with distance from point Xp which represents center of particle.

We postulate that cJb is a decreasing function of the argument Dab. Let us
note that cJb has a correspondence to length of the vector Jb discussed above.
By this it influences state of b in BF . Thereby, fb in (6) depends on cb and
direction t depends on distribution of a.

Taking into account above discussion we can characterize chain state of
particles with the same charge introduced in [6] within our simplified descrip-
tion.

We have discussed previously uniform motion of free electron which is char-
acterized by stationary transfer of the component b from region BF into the
region AB placed behind of the particle with respect to direction of motion.
Then, the component b has to go around the electron in order to reach AB.

We have considered t = tpth for the uniform motion. In case of considering
an extended electron we can interpret also the vector t as tangent to the
surface of electron or perpendicular to velocity and divided into two opposite
components t1 and t2, t1 + t2 = 0 which indicate efflux of the component
b from the region BF . In case of point-like particle we approximate the two
vectors by one indicating averaged direction of transfer of b.

Let us consider the situation when another electron moves in similar di-
rection before the first one. Then, in front of the first electron a region AB2

appears. It induces transfer of the component b from the region BF1 directly
to the AB2. Neglecting at this moment electrostatic repulsion we see that the
two electron interact by the forces in the vacuum medium. We say that the
two particles are in an open chain state.

We can have also to do with closed chain when the set of particles, one
behind another, creates a ring when the last particle is behind the first one
and all particles transfer the component b from the region BFk to the region
AB(k+1). Stationary orbit of electron can also be interpreted as closed one-
particle chain state. This is so since the way of transferring of the component
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b is not interpreted as transfer onto back of the particle but into front of the
particle.

Let us discuss an open chain of two electrons. Then, transfer of the com-
ponent b towards AB2 induces decreasing of b in BF1. However, at the same
moment this component is not transferred into AB1. Thereby we have to do
with the following situation

a↗ a ∈ AF1, b↘ b ∈ BF1, a↘ a ∈ AF2, b↗ b ∈ BF2 . (12)

This in turn means that

fa1 ↗, fb1 ↘, fa2 ↘, fb2 ↗ . (13)

This behavior of forces follows that the particles attract themselves. In this
interpretation we have to do with hidden assumption that lowering of fb1 is
more effective for acceleration of the first particle than lowering of the force
fa2 for acceleration of the second particle.

On the other hand whole chain system is slowing down since the forces fa1

and fb2 have increased. In other words whole system have more difficult way
of transferring of the component b from BF2 to AB1 which is due to larger
distance between the two regions than in case of the free particle.

The situation qualitatively changes when the last particle of the n-particle
chain state can go directly behind of the first one. Then transfer of the com-
ponent b is more easy. We postulate the following hypothesis for closed chain
of particles:

[fDS − fb − fa]ktpth(k) > 0 (14)

for each k-th particle of the chain state in an idealized moment where particles
are distributed uniformly on a circle. This assumption means that the closed
chain of particles with the same charge accelerates when we neglect other forces
acting on particles.

In reality such a chain is disturbed by some forces and is not uniform
in discussed above sense. However, by this assumption we indicate a general
property related to dynamics. In particular, one-particle chain state is uniform
in discussed above sense and will accelerate in absence of other forces.

5 Characterization of orbital motion of the elec-

tron

The question what happens when slowing down electron falls into proton is
frequently discussed in physics. The answer is usually not entirely clear and is
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based on balance of energy. The answer states that the hydrogen atom will be
created for low energy process. We do not expect creating of neutron rather.

Let us imagine the situation when the electron is placed on the ground
state orbit of hydrogen is slowing down. Then, small energy does not allow to
create neutron. What happens then? We would expect that electron recover
the ground state orbit since we usually observe such objects in reality. However,
which mechanism is responsible for such an evolution is not clear.

We assume in this paper that electron in ground state is considered as a
closed one-particle chain state. It means that the particle should accelerate
in accordance with the postulate expressed by (14). However, we have to do
also with electrostatic attraction represented by the force fu and a centrifugal
force.

When the electron on fundamental orbit is disturbed and accelerated then
mechanism expressed by (14) should lead to shrinking the orbit again. When
the electron is slowing down from the fundamnetal orbit by an external force
then acceleration and shrinking of orbit is still possible owing to (14). However
the additional centrifugal force acts towards increasing of radius of the orbit.

We assume that there is a common point for relation Dab = Dab(v) and
for the relation following from balance of radial forces acting on the electron
which determines radius of stable fundamental orbit.

We should also admit the case when the electron is extremely slow and
fall into proton. The question is whether the neutrino could be created. Let
us note that we assume that the proton is composed of three positrons in
the chain state in accordance with concept discussed in [5], [6]. Supposedly,
low energy electron will not be able to gain sufficiently large part of positron
component in order to create neutrino. This is expected since three positron
chain state has its own stability and a sufficiently large portion of energy is
necessary in order to disturb this system. Such a situation would be possible in
stars under large gravitational compression. However, it seems more probale
that the low energy electron will be accelerated on the surface of proton and
will gain sufficient energy in order to return to one-particle chain state and
recover stable fundamental orbit.

Let us note that a qualitative difference between quantum mechanics inter-
pretation and presented here model appears. The fundamenatal orbit is not
interpreted as an interference of electronic wave. It results from transfer of
components ahead of electron which is interpreted here as one-particle chain
state. Thus, electron is not the wave. It is an extnded particle with its own
internal dynamics which has motion associated with waving of various com-
ponents in the vacuum medium. This situation is approximated here by a
point-like particle and some additional forces.

All discussed above arguments should be considered as a set of premisses
for more detailed modelling of electronic dynamics.
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6 Discussion of conditions for bonding of two

hydrogen atoms

We have discussed above the case of ground state orbit as a one particle chain
state of electron. Let us consider now two approaching hydrogen atoms. With
decreasing of distance between them interaction between two electrons occurs.
In accordance with previous discussion electrons can detect regions with var-
ious nonequilibrium amount of components at a distance. Thus, we assume
that bonding of two hydrogen atoms induces synchronization of phase of these
two electrons within their orbital motion.

Let us assume that two electrons are synchronized kinematically in motion
around two fixed protons placed at a given distance. We tend to discuss forces
acting between protons during such a motion. The first proton takes fixed
position at the point X = (0, 0). The second one takes the fixed position
X = (rH , 0). Two electrons go around protons on circular orbits with radius
0.5rH in opposite with respect to orientation directions. Positions of electrons
are determined by

p = 0.5rH [cosα, sinα], q = rH + 0.5rH [cosα,−sinα] , (15)

We discuss force FH1 acting on the first proton projected onto direction nr

determined by positions of the two nuclei. We have that

FH1nr = − e2

r2
H

+
e2

p2
ne1nr +

e2

q2
ne2nr , (16)

where nr, ne1 and ne2 are unit vectors with direction of vectors rH , p and q
correspondingly.

Finally, the force from (16) can be expressed by

FH1nr =
e2

r2
H

[4cosα − 1 +
1 + 1

2
cosα

(5
4

+ cosα)(
√

5
4

+ cosα)
] . (17)

On the other hand similar force FH2 acting on the second proton, projected
on the same axis and considered as a function of α takes the form

(FH2nr)(α) = −(FH1nr)(π + α) . (18)

Let us consider additionally the function

F12 = FH2nr − FH1nr . (19)

The function F12 characterizes regions of α where protons are attracted within
the whole electron proton system considered here. This is the case when
F12 < 0. When F12 > 0 protons undergo repulsion. Investigations of the
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function F12 shows that for approximately half of the domain [0, 2π] protons
attract themselves and they undergo repulsion on the remaining part of this
domain. However, integral of the function F12 is negative what means that
averaged force of attracting dominates over repulsion.

Such a situation can be interpreted as bonding state when we assume that
we are able to maintain motion of electrons with synchronization of phase
and that this motion is sufficiently fast in comparison with inertial motion of
protons.

Let us discuss a process of electronic motion which leads to synchronization
of phase. When two hydrogen atoms approaches then electrons recognize pres-
ence of the another one by detecting of corresponding regions AB1 and AB2.
This happens rather stochastically since motion of electrons is not determined
by initial condition during approaching.

Detection of the region AB by the one electron leads to creating a two-
particle chain state and by this leads also to synchronization of phase. How-
ever, distances corresponding to one-particle chain state of orbital motion and
the two-particle chain state similar to kinematically synchronized motion dis-
cussed above are not the same. In the first case we have to do with length of
orbit. In the second case we have to do with a distance approximately equal
to half of length of orbit.

Let us assume the case when positions of electrons corresponds to α = π/2
within notation given by (15). Then, the second electron corresponding to
position q goes behind the first one. This leads to division of efflux cJb into two
parts. The first part cJb2 goes to trace of the same electron and corresponds
to one-particle chain state. The second one cJb1 goes to the first electron
corresponding to position p.

However, at the position α = π/2, distance from BF2 to AB1 is considerably
smaller than to AB2. It means that cJb1 should be dominant at this moment.
This also means that the second electron should accelerate to the first one
owing to decreasing of level of b in BF2. On the other hand excessive transport
of b to AF1 slow down transfer of b from BF1 to AB1. Increasing of b in BF1

should the first electron slow down. We have to do at this moment with two-
particle open chain state which as whole system slow down in accordance with
our previous discussion.

Thus the distance between electrons decreases in region between protons.
However, then electrostatic repulsion between electrons should destroy such a
two-particle chain state and again orbital motion should dominate. This is so
until the electrons take similar positions as previously for creating again the
two-particle open chain state.

Let us also note that electrons should accelerate during transition from
two-particle chain state to orbital one-particle chain state. This should be the
case since the two-particle chain state was slower.
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Let us notice that such considerations indicate that electrons should be
present between protons for a longer time than it follows from stationary syn-
chronized motion discussed above. It also means that the bonding between
two hydrogen atoms should now be stronger than that one in previous consid-
erations.

Let us summarize our discussion by indicating particular stages of electronic
motion within bonded two hydrogen atoms. We have that

{CLCS(1), CLCS(2)} → OCS(1, 2) → {CLCS(1), CLCS(2)} → OCS(2, 1) .
(20)

This scheme represents process of transition of two initially synchronized closed
one-particle chain states into two-particle open chain state which next is trans-
formed within next half orbit into two one-particle chain states. Next transi-
tion form again an open two-particle chain state however with opposite order
of electrons. This cycle will next be repeated maintaining the bonding state
of two hydrogen atoms.

7 Concept of chemistry of molecules contain-

ing a chain state of electrons

We have shown above role of chain state of electrons in modelling of bonding of
two hydrogen atoms and also in modelling of electronic orbit. At this moment
we are able to speculate on role of the electronic chain state for more general
molecular physics and also theoretical chemistry.

At first stage we should discuss modelling of multielectron atoms and more
complex interatomic bonding. It seems that electronic shells should be con-
sidered within our model of electronic structure. All stable orbits of the mul-
tielectron atom could be considered as one-particle chain states of electrons.
Electrostatic field of nuclei with charge Ze is gradually screened by sequen-
tially introduced electrons placed on ground state orbits which leads in turn
to increasing of radius of next such orbits.

Properties of atoms represented in the periodic table suggests that elec-
tronic shells have rather high status in modelling of electronic structure. It
seems that concept of electronic shell within our approach should follow from
common considerations of one-particle chain state and electrostatic repulsion
of electrons.

Electrons try to be as remote as possible one from another due to the
electrostatic repulsion and also magnetic interactions. Then vertexes of regular
polyhedrons with even number of faces should reflect positions with such a
property. In the first case we have to do with a segment with two ends. Then
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two electrons would be present on the first shell. Next, we consider a cube with
eight vertexes which would correspond to eight electrons on the second shell.
Concept of the next shell probably is more complicated. Let us note that we
admit in general elliptic orbits within the one-particle chain state concept.

Bonding of two atoms with such shells is also based on intermittent chain
state of pair of electrons as in the case of two hydrogen atoms. Directional-
ity of bonds seems to be well determined in many multiatomic systems. It
suggests that more stable bonding should have a system which realize relative
positioning of such a bond. Therefore, one suggests bonding by two electrons:
one electron follows from internal shell of the first atom and the second one
follows from an external shell.

Let us consider molecule of water H2O. Oxygen has eight electrons. Thus,
on external shell it has six electrons. Therefore, two electrons from external
shells of hydrogen atoms can find contact with two electrons of internal shell
of oxygen. Then, geometrical stability of such a bonding could be justified
by fact of existence of six remaining electrons of external shell of the oxygen
atom. We could call such electrons as stabilizing ones. By this discussion we
introduce concept of bonding electrons and stabilizing electrons.

In general we do not assume that all bonds have to be realized between
external and internal shells. The hydrogen atoms in two-atomic molecule rep-
resent the case where two external shells are engaged in bonding.

We need concept of stabilizing electrons for our further considerations.
Such electrons can be considered as relatively free. Then, we can postulate
that electrons fulfilling stabilizing function can be engaged in creating long,
multielectronic chain states in appropriate conditions.

Let us note that electrons undergo electrostatic repulsion in long chain
state. Therefore, the term ”appropriate conditions” means that a screening
of the electrostatic repulsion by nuclei occurs to sufficient degree in order to
cooperate with forces within the chain state for overcoming the repulsion.

Let us notice that distance between electrons within such an n-electron
chain state will be comparable to half length of single orbit of electron in
its stabilizing orbit. Therefore, n-electron chain state should be a result of an
energetic excitation. This point of view results from velocity-distance relations
within the chain state. Consequently, multielectron chain states represents a
kind of excited state of molecules.

We can discuss various types of chemical reactions of molecules which have
multielectronic chain states.

We can distinguish unstable open chains within molecules and closed chains.
In both cases it is imaginable existence of chemical reactions which do not af-
fect the chain state directly. Then, role of the chain state follows from its
influence on potential energy of the remaining part of molecules.

In case of direct participating of the chain state in chemical reaction we can
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distinguish various cases. Let us consider an open chain state. Then, in front of
the chain state an excessive amount of b appears. This fact induces a chemical
potential. Indeed, an excessive amount of b in BF region has stronger tendency
to detection of region AB of other electrons, perhaps belonging to another
molecule. It can favor elongation of the chain state or even stabilization of it
by closing the chain state.

In the next case we can consider chemical reactions affecting a closed chain
state of electrons. In accordance with a postulate (14) the chain state has
tendency to accelerate. Forces acting from remaining parts of molecule, called
here in general the resistance force, maintain a stationary motion of the chain
of electrons. It suggests also that the closed chain should be relatively strong
in comparison with other interactions.

Above discussion suggests various properties of the chain state for chemical
reactivity. The first one indicates that molecule having the chain state will
be rather a catalyst in order to prevent destroying of the chain state. Let us
mention that creation of the chain state by electrons from stabilizing orbits can
induce considerable conformational changes during interactions corresponding
to chemical reactions.

In the second case properties follow just from the relation (14). It indicates
that the chain state is a point placed on a path towards a set of attraction
associated with an attractor expressed in mathematical sense for dynamical
systems. Just, by (14) we postulate existence of an attractor in electronic
structure of molecules. Such attractor should induce gradual accelerating of
the chain state by destruction of resistance forces. This can be manifested by
gradual evolution of molecular structures also by means of chemical reactions.

In the last case we also postulate that the response of the chain state on
slowing down can be associated with a kind of feeding reducing resistance
forces, with the aid of other molecules which can be present in a neighborhood
of our molecule.

8 Role of the chain state for evolution of molec-

ular systems leading to a protocell

A fundamental goal of current research in biology and also in physics, chem-
istry and mathematics is to answer the question how the first living cell was
created from inanimated matter. Investigations of such a prebiotic evolution
are carried out for many years [8], [9], [10]. It seems that they treat replication
property as the most important aspect of a protocell [10].

Investigations which are based on biological observations accentuate high
precision and synchronization of metabolic processes [9]. The question what
is the reason for such a high organization is rather neglected. Selforganization
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processes are indicated as lying at the bottom of biological processes. How-
ever, physical foundations for mechanisms of such a selforganization are not
sufficiently investigated. It follows perhaps from fact that fundamental theory
such as the quantum mechanics is a linear theory with a tendency for introduc-
ing some nonlinearities. However, the problem how such nonlinearities should
be introduced is not clear.

In this section we would like to justify a hypothesis that the chain state
of electrons can represent an attractor in electronic structure of molecular
systems and can be a source of a selforganization. One indicates also that
selforganization on this basis is of primary importance for generation of a
protocell. Consequently, the hypothesis states that prebiotic evolution rests
on flowing of the chain state into molecular structure. In case when such a
process becomes cyclic by replication then dissemination of living cells appears.

In order to illustrate our hypothesis let us discuss qualitatively some prop-
erties of the chain state of electrons in molecules. Let us assume that we are
able to approximate influence of electronic structure on nuclei motion by a
potential energy V . We assume additionally that we are able to represent such
a potential energy as a sum of components

V = VM +
∑

i

VCSi, VCSi = VPi + VCSLi . (21)

In this expression VM stand for a part of potential energy which is not related
directly to the chain state. The component VCSi is associated with i-th chain
state. In particular VPi is responsible for polarization of atom due to transfer
of electron from atom to atom by i-th chain state. The component VCSLi is
responsible for a longitudinal force acting along the chain state.

Having at our disposal such a concept of potential energy we can distinguish
several properties. When an electron takes part in a multielectron chain state
then it leaves the atom and into its place an other electron has to come within
the same i-th chain state. This induces one-side motion of electrons within
atom. The component VPi describes such a situation by a polarization effect
and indicates that an other electron should go into this atom on the opposite
side of the chain state in order to balance the charge. Continuity of such a
motion indicates that closed chain state should go in two directions within
atoms creating foundation for the chain state.

We postulate that the component VCSLi is responsible for a strength of i-th
chain of electrons. We assume furthermore that this component is sensitive
for small changes of the chain state parameters. Such small changes induce
considerable structural reorganization and generate various phenomena pre-
venting slowing down of the chain state. This could happen on long distances
along the chain of electrons. We introduce by this discussion the concept of
energy barrier zone of activity (EBZA) which is characterized by ability of the
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molecular structure to response for various needs of the chain state in order to
maintaining it.

Let us consider a set of molecules in solution in water with basic atoms
for creating organic molecules. Let us admit that an energy is provided to
this system by electromagnetic waves for instance. Then, chemical reactions
can create some organic compounds such as amino acids for instance [11].
Electromagnetic radiation induces within such molecules excited states.

We have discussed previously that chain states can be created after excita-
tion in order to satisfy relation between characteristic distances and velocities
within the chain state. Open chain states are unstable and have a tendency
to elongation and to become closed which follows from behavior of forces in
regions BF and AB.

We have postulated previously that chains of electrons are created by means
of electrons which are present on stabilized orbits. Thus elongation of the
chain state can happen in molecules which have long systems of atoms with
stabilizing orbits. Owing to our classification of electronic shell we can suggest
that C, N, O, P are such atoms. Hydrogen should not transmit the chain state
easily.

Our discussion suggests immediately that creation of protein molecules can
be associated with elongation of an electronic chain. Structure of peptide bond-
ing which contain appropriate atoms suggests such a process. Let us imagine
the situation where we have a solution with a number of proteins created
by electromagnetic excitations and also by other intermolecular interactions.
Then, what happens during further action of electromagnetic radiation.

Chain states in protein structure should tend towards acceleration or should
defend itself against destruction by reduction of resistance forces. Then, possi-
bility of reduction of this force depends on composition of environment which
at this moment has rather stochastic character. However, we have introduced
concept of energy barrier zone of activity. We consider within this concept
whole molecular structure which is joined by interactions with the chain state
of electrons and express sensitivity when parameters of the chain state undergo
a change.

Consequently, within EBZA modification of proteins could happen in order
to maintain or accelerate the chain state. We can also imagine the situation
when, for a longer time, processes associated with chain states can induce a
qualitative evolution. In particular the chain state can flow into a neighboring
structure and continue further interactions. It seems that energy of the chain
state should gradually increase in case when the solvent is sufficiently reach.

We can admit concept of coding of protein structure for a long time. Let
us assume that long standing interactions within the medium can reflect on
various ways structure of proteins. This point of view is justified by fact that
elongation of the chain state or its interactions depends on particular structures
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of amino acids. Then, each amino acid could interact on its own specific way
with environment.

Within our discussion we admit point of view that each amino acid is coded
within RNA as a sequence nucleotides through an intermediate structure. This
intermediate structure we can call the prerybosome.

We can repeat our considerations to RNA. Further energy pumping devel-
ops chain state leading to transition to DNA also with the aid of an interme-
diate structure which in part can be prototype of RNA polymerase.

At this moment we have to do with qualitative change. Hitherto develop-
ment of chain states and their interactions could have rather stochastic char-
acter gradually leading to selforganization. This stochasticity is considerably
reduced owing to appearing of possibility of replication. Possibility of replica-
tion appears since flowing chain states into molecular structures encountered
such particular structure as DNA. Then, the process becomes cyclic and by
this undergo considerable dissemination.

The protocell should be interpreted as a structure associated with an energy
barrier zone of activity for a set of chain states contained in a DNA and also in
surrounding molecules. Then, whole structure within protocell is integrated by
interactions within process of maintaining or accelerating of the chain states.
In general we can admit further evolution of protocell since accelerating of the
chain need not be stopped.

Replication process can be interpreted as resulting from exceeding of an
admissible portion of energy provided to final molecule which is DNA. Then,
division goes through bonds associated with hydrogen atoms in order to pre-
vent destruction of the chain states within each strand of DNA. As a result
the chain state is maintained but its energy is decreased probably. Then, sin-
gle strands of DNA recover its own EBZA within EBZA of previous protocell
which contain sufficient components to this end. Recovering of its own EBZA
leads to division of the whole cell. Then, pumping of energy within each new
cell is possible again.

Let us discuss several processes which would support presented above hy-
pothesis. Let us notice that primitive bacteria has circular DNA. It sup-
ports point of view that closed chain state is present there. Division of DNA
into chromosomes during further steps of evolution is associated with telom-
eres which have structure suggesting protection of the chain state within each
strand of DNA.

An interesting situation happens when DNA is damaged. It is repaired in
order to recover previous structure or even improve it. Evidently, this kind of
perturbation suggests that a phenomenon should dominate over structure of
DNA. Only in such a case it can govern repairing. We postulate that this is
the chain state of electrons.

Long standing evolution leads to homeothermality. On the other hand
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existence of the chain state strongly depends on motion of nuclei which create
a support for such electronic state. In particular resistance forces can increase
when nuclei motion is not sufficiently subordinated to the chain state. By
this we suggest that long standing evolution subordinates nuclei motion which
leads to homeothermality in multicell organisms.

Let us note that cells need feeding process which can be realized by stochas-
tic obtaining of electromagnetic radiation but also by more intentional actions.
Let us discuss some aspects of such a more intentional actions.

Let us notice that necessity of feeding by living organisms is one of the most
interesting properties. At present we are not able to model mathematically
with appropriate precision why such a process is necessary for living organisms.
We know a general law only that such a process have to occur. We observe
furthermore that feeding is strongly associated with brain development. In
particular memory play important role in such a process. The question is which
molecular property is responsible for brain generation at the most elementary
level.

The brain is a system of cells and is present in multicell organisms only.
However it is not probable that the brain is created on multicell level without
properties which are present at single molecule or even at more elementary
level. Then, the question is how to search such properties.

Let us assume that a local slowing down of part of a chain of electrons
induces an action represented by an operator AM . We assume that this opera-
tion acts on a set of states associated with the chain represented symbolically
by {φs}. Thus we have

ψ = AM ({φs}) , (22)

where ψ represents a result of this action in an environment. Generation of
the state ψ induces a response

φ′
p = AS({χs}) , (23)

where {χs} are input states following from environment and φ′
p represents a

generation of a state within direct environment of the chain state.
We assume that a class Φ = [φs] represents a need for particular feeding

and a class of responses Φ′ = [φ′
p] represents a satisfactory effect of recovering

of energy by the chain state, which reduces action of the operator AM .
Let us assume furthermore, that the feeding is associated with some rules

within the molecular system and its environment. In other words, operators
AS(Im), AM(Im) depend on some internal states Im. As a result ψ from (22)
can take various values depending on Im and by this various paths of feeding
are possible. Then, we can admit the situation when among internal states is
an optimal one IM which is perhaps energetically favourable or determined by
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some other laws. Then, we can assume that the action will prefer this internal
state and finally remember it.

One suggests that finding of described above type of action within EBZA
associated with a chain state, together with finding the internal states leading
to kind of memory is a task for molecular physics in order to localize physical
properties for preevolution of the brain.

9 Final remarks

We have shown that within vacuum medium mechanics introduced in [5], [6]
and also in other papers, we are able to model bonding of two hydrogen atoms.
Considerations are carried out in a simplified way in comparison with appli-
cation of full description of the vacuum medium. Therefore obtained results
can be useful as criteria for more detailed modelling of dynamics of electron
based on vacuum medium, which should also lead to bonding of two hydrogen
atoms.

Several assumptions seem to be valuable as criteria for modelling of the
electron. Let us mention concept of trace of electron which is a hypothesis
related to dynamics of components within the vacuum medium. Ability to
recovering of ground state orbit for slowing down electron imposes conditions
on dynamics between components within various zones of environment of the
electron. The stationary ground state orbit should allow then to determine
many constants for such a model.

We have introduced also assumptions on acceleration of closed chain state
and dominance of force fb over fa in inducing acceleration. Such assumptions
should be discussed again in more detailed modelling of electron in order to
obtain premises for assumptions directly related to dynamics of components
of the vacuum medium.

Dependence of the function cJb on characteristic distance is also important
in further modelling of electronic dynamics. This step is aimed at introducing
a similar parameter as length of wave corresponding to electron.

We have not discussed excited states of electron in single atom in this
paper. This is done in order to avoid unwanted complications at this stage of
considerations. However, character of waving discussed in the paper [6] admits
the chain state as a form of excitation but also more traditional excited state
with wave having several characteristic lengths. Complexity of waving in such
a model suggest to carry out more careful modelling at the fundamental level
in order to simplify them. This would be discussed in a future.

Gravitational and magnetic forces can be discussed additionally also within
simplified models. This follows from fact that all forces are discussed within
four-component vacuum medium description, including gravitation [7].
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Let us note that presented here approach indicates a way for construction of
models of atoms and also molecules on a phenomenological way in accordance
with the vacuum medium mechanics. This gives a hope that application of
such models will be possible in molecular physics and theoretical chemistry
even still before finishing of full vacuum medium description.

Possibility of existence of larger chain states is associated with generation
of an attractor within electronic structure which is able to produce an evolu-
tionary pressure. We suggest also that such a pressure can lead to a protocell.
Whole concept could provide premises for modelling the vacuum medium fol-
lowing even from complex macroscopic systems. At this level we observe var-
ious evolutionary effects. Let us mention for instance homeothermality which
reflects considerable role of conjugation of electronic and nuclei dynamics in
molecular systems or evolutionary generation of brain in large molecular open
systems.

By presented above concepts we have a hope to transform properties of
macroscopic phenomena into the most elementary vacuum medium level in
order to create assumptions related directly to dynamics of components within
the medium.

By presentation of hypothesis on evolution of molecular systems to a pro-
tocell we have a hope to do a step towards improving theoretical modelling in
biology. Biological systems will be an environment for application of nanotech-
nology. Concept of four-component vacuum medium is introduced, among var-
ious aims, in order to improve theoretical description of molecules and chemi-
cal reactions. Such an improvement is necessary for development of theoretical
nanotechnology including design of molecular structures.
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